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The Romance of Lust is a provocative, sexually explicit erotic novel from the Victorian era. Banned around the world, this famous adult text was
published anonymously in 4 volumes from 1873 - 1876.Join Charlie on his erotic adventures of his emerging sexuality.With his large penis and equally
insatiable sexual appetite, Charlie enjoys sexual encounters including homosexuality, sodomy, group orgies, double penetration, masturbation,
flagellation (spanking), fellatio, cunnilingus and incest. The depiction of a wide variety of sexual practices has made the Romance of Lust a highly
regarded work of erotic fiction.Beautifully illustrated with full page vintage erotica pictures and sexually explicit art paintings, The Romance of Lust
is a must read book of classic erotic literature."In an instant I was unbuttoned and had my trousers down, and was between her legs almost before she
had concluded her sentence. The excitement of my caresses had moistened her juicy cunt, and the head of my prick entered without any difficulty. ... I
gradually made my way up to its utmost limits. Here I stopped, leaving it sheathed up to the root, and making it throb from instant to instant. Then
seeking my loved Miss Evelyn's mouth, our lips and tongues met. Her arms round my waist became tighter in their embrace. The delicious folds of her
luscious juicy quim began to throb and press on my excited member. Allowing her to become thoroughly excited, I waited until she actually quite
unexpectedly yielded down her nature, and spent profusely, to the exquisite pleasure of my saturated organ.""With abandon we both sank in the death-like
ecstasies of the delicious melting away in all the luxury of contented and voluptuous discharges."
The Romance of Lust, or Early Experiences is a Victorian erotic novel written anonymously in four volumes during the years 1873-1876 and published by
William Lazenby. Henry Spencer Ashbee discusses this novel in one of his bibliographies of erotic literature. In addition the compilers of British
Museum General Catalogue of Printed Books list this book.
Perhaps one of the most plagiarised novels of all time — and definitely one of the most pornographic, The Romance of Lust written between 1873 and 1876
has endured countless reproductions in the form of excerpts, translations and rescripts by assumed authors but throughout it all has survived — as in
this edition — in its complete text of the original four volumes. From banned and burnt to legitimatized as an historical piece of writing, The
narrative and language reads as fresh as if it were modern erotica and still possesses the unique ability to shock, arouse and make you laugh all at the
same time.
The Romance of Lust, or Early Experiences is a Victorian erotic novel written anonymously in four volumes during the years 1873-1876 and published by
William Lazenby. Henry Spencer Ashbee discusses this novel in one of his bibliographies of erotic literature. In addition the compilers of British
Museum General Catalogue of Printed Books list this book. This is Part I of II
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The Romance of Lust or Early Experiences is a Victorian erotic novel written anonymously in four volumes during the years 1873-1876 and published by William Lazenby.
VOLUME I. CONTENTS The Novice - Mrs. Benson - Mary - Mrs. Benson's Correspondence with Mrs. Egerton - Miss Evelyn - Eliza There were three of us - Mary, Eliza, and myself. I
was approaching fifteen, Mary was about a year younger, and Eliza between twelve and thirteen years of age. Mamma treated us all as children, and was blind to the fact that I
was no longer what I had been. Although not tall for my age, nor outwardly presenting a manly appearance, my passions were awakening, and the distinctive feature of my sex,
although in repose it looked magnificent enough, was very sufficiently developed when under the influence of feminine excitement. As yet, I had absolutely no knowledge of the
uses of the different organs of sex. My sisters and I all slept in the same room. They together in one bed, I alone in another. When no one was present, we had often mutually
examined the different formations of our sexes. We had discovered that mutual handlings gave a certain amount of pleasing sensation; and, latterly, my eldest sister had
discovered that the hooding and unhooding of my doodle, as she called it, instantly caused it to swell up and stiffen as hard as a piece of wood. My feeling of her little pinky slit
gave rise in her to nice sensations, but on the slightest attempt to insert even my finger, the pain was too great. We had made so little progress in the attouchements that not the
slightest inkling of what could be done in that way dawned upon us. I had begun to develope a slight growth of moss-like curls round the root of my cock; and then, to our
surprise, Mary began to show a similar tendency. As yet, Eliza was as bald as her hand, but both were prettily formed, with wonderfully full and fat mounts of Venus. We were
perfectly innocent of guile and quite habituated to let each other look at all our naked bodies without the slightest hesitation; and when playing in the garden, if one wanted to
relieve the pressure on the bladder, we all squatted down together, and crossed waters, each trying who could piddle fastest. Notwithstanding these symptoms of passion when
excited, in a state of calm I might have passed for a boy of ten or eleven. My father had left us but moderately provided for, and mamma, wishing to live comfortably, preferred
giving me lessons along with my sisters at home to sending me to school; but her health beginning to fail, she inserted an advertisement in the Times for a governess. Out of a
large number of applicants, a young lady, of the name of Evelyn, was selected. Some ten days afterwards she arrived, and became one of the family. We did not see much of her
the first evening, but after breakfast the following morning, mamma accompanied her to what was considered our school-room, and said, "Now, my dears, I place you under Miss
Evelyn's care; you must obey her in all things; she will teach you your lessons, as I am unable to do so any longer." Then, turning to our new governess, "I fear you will find them
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somewhat spoiled, and unruly; but there is a horse, and Susan will make you excellent birch rods whenever you require them. If you spare their bottoms when they deserve
whipping, you will seriously offend me." As mamma said this, I observed Miss Evelyn's eyes appeared to dilate with a sort of joy, and I felt certain that, severely as mamma had
often whipped us, if we should now deserve it, Miss Evelyn
The Romance of Lust, or Early Experiences is a Victorian erotic novel written anonymously in four volumes during the years 1873-1876. The novel is told in first person, and the
protagonist of the novel is Charlie Roberts. An unabashed portrait of a classic erotic drama, it is considered by critics of the form to be an unparalleled and wholly satisfying
reading experience.
Annotated: The Romance of Lust, or Early Experiences is a sexual novel composed namelessly in four volumes during the years 1873-1876 and distributed by William Lazenby.
Henry Spencer Ashbee talks about this novel in one of his lists of sources of sexual writing. This release has been Annotated for your Kindle, with a functioning chapter by
chapter guide. It additionally has been commented on, with broad data about the book, its probably writers, and the historical backdrop of sensual fiction.
The Romance of Lust: A classic Victorian erotic novel
The Ultimate Book Club Edition
The Romance of Lust A Classic Victorian Erotic Novel
The Romance of Lust (The Complete Volumes 1 - 4) - A classic Victorian erotic, sex & pornographic novel
Romance of Lust: Victorian Erotic Novel
This eBook edition of "The Romance of Lust" has been formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. The Romance of Lust, or Early Experiences
is a Victorian erotic novel published anonymously in four volumes during the years 1873–1876 by William Lazenby. The novel is told in first person, and the protagonist of the novel is
Charlie Roberts. Charlie possesses a large penis, much virility, and a seemingly insatiable sexual appetite. Charlie describes his sexual initiation as an adolescent — as he is
"approaching fifteen". He catalogs his sexual experiences including incest with his sisters Eliza and Mary, sex with his governesses, and his later sexual exploits with various male and
female friends, and acquaintances. Besides incest, the book deals with a variety of sexual activities, including orgies, masturbation, lesbianism, flagellation, fellatio, cunnilingus, gay
sex, anal sex, and double penetration. Taboo subjects such as homosexuality, incest, and pedophilia are common themes in the novel.
The Romance of Lust: A classic Victorian erotic novel by Anonymous
One of the first and classic erotic novel of the Victorian age
This carefully crafted ebook: "The Romance of Lust (The Complete Volumes) - A classic Victorian erotic, sex & pornographic novel" is formatted for your eReader with a functional and
detailed table of contents. The Romance of Lust, or Early Experiences is a Victorian erotic novel published anonymously in four volumes during the years 1873–1876 by William
Lazenby. The novel is told in first person, and the protagonist of the novel is Charlie Roberts. Charlie possesses a large penis, much virility, and a seemingly insatiable sexual appetite.
Charlie describes his sexual initiation as an adolescent — as he is "approaching fifteen". He catalogs his sexual experiences including incest with his sisters Eliza and Mary, sex with his
governesses, and his later sexual exploits with various male and female friends, and acquaintances. Besides incest, the book deals with a variety of sexual activities, including orgies,
masturbation, lesbianism, flagellation, fellatio, cunnilingus, gay sex, anal sex, and double penetration. Taboo subjects such as homosexuality, incest, and pedophilia are common themes
in the novel.
The Romance of Lust (The Complete Volumes) - A classic Victorian erotic, sex & pornographic novel
The Romance of Lust, Or Early Experiences
A Classic Victorian Erotic Novel // Volume I - II
The Romance of Lust (D.1892) a Classic Victorian Erotic Novel - Vol 1-4 (Illustrated)
Lore and Lust

Charlie is well hung with much virility, and a seemingly insatiable sexual appetite. A tantalizing erotic novel from the Victorian
era.
Originally published in four volumes between 1873 and 1876, this first person narrative has lost none of its shock value. If you
like your books to be explicit, well, this one will give today's authors a run for their money. Charlie Roberts is well-endowed
and insatiable, and willing to try anything twice. If you enjoy erotic fiction, this belongs in your library. This Large Print
Edition is presented in easy-to-read 18 point type. Enjoy!
The Romance of Lust: A classic Victorian erotic novel by Anonymous. The Romance of Lust, or Early Experiences is a Victorian
erotic novel written anonymously in four volumes during the years 1873–1876 and published by William Lazenby. Henry Spencer Ashbee
discusses this novel in one of his bibliographies of erotic literature.
The Romance of Lust (1873-1876) is an anonymously written pornographic novel. Published by infamous London pornographer William
Lazenby, The Romance of Lust appeared in four volumes and immediately drew condemnation from the British authorities. Although its
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author remains unknown, scholars believe either William Simpson Potter or Edward Sellon wrote the text. Frequently censored, The
Romance of Lust influenced countless authors of erotica from the Victorian era onward. Charlie Roberts has always felt different.
Born with an abnormally large penis, he finds himself tempted into sexual experience at a young age. Soon, he develops an
uncontrollable desire for the human body, and begins to have sex with everyone from his governesses to his own sisters Eliza and
Mary. As he gets older, a whole new world of lust becomes available, and Charlie begins to feel attracted to men. Filled with
detailed scenes of erotic acts, including orgies, fellatio, cunnilingus, masturbation, anal sex, and double penetration, The
Romance of Lust raised more than just eyebrows when it first appeared in print. Condemned for obscenity and often censored by
authorities, the novel is recognized today as an important work of Victorian erotica and has inspired generations of pornographers
around the world. With a beautifully designed cover and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of The Romance of Lust is
a classic of pornographic literature reimagined for modern readers.
Anonymous Bestseller Book The Romance of Lust: A classic Victorian erotic novel
A Victorian Erotica & Pornographic Classic in 4 Volumes
The Wickedly Erotic Adventures and Sex Stories of a Young Man with an Insatiable Sexual Desire
The Romance of Lust - Large Print Edition
Volume III - IV
A classic Victorian erotic novel
The Romance of Lust, or Early Experiences is a Victorian erotic novel written anonymously in four volumes during the years 1873-1876 and
published by William Lazenby. Henry Spencer Ashbee discusses this novel in one of his bibliographies of erotic literature. In addition the
compilers of British Museum General Catalogue of Printed Books list this book. The novel is told in first person, and the protagonist of the
novel is Charlie Roberts. Charlie possesses a large penis, much virility, and a seemingly insatiable sexual appetite. The novel begins with
"There were three of us - Mary, Eliza, and myself." Charlie describes his sexual initiation as an adolescent - as he is "approaching
fifteen." He catalogs his sexual experiences including incest with his sisters Eliza and Mary, sex with his governesses, and his later sexual
exploits with various male and female friends, and acquaintances. Besides incest, the book deals with a variety of sexual activities,
including orgies, masturbation, lesbianism, flagellation, fellatio, cunnilingus, gay sex, anal sex, and double penetration. Taboo subjects
such as homosexuality, incest, and pedophilia are common themes in the novel.
The novel is told in first person, and the protagonist of the novel is Charlie Roberts. Charlie possesses a large penis, much virility, and a
seemingly insatiable sexual appetite. The novel begins with "There were three of us - Mary, Eliza, and myself." Charlie describes his sexual
initiation as an adolescent - as he is "approaching fifteen". He catalogs his sexual experiences including incest with his sisters Eliza and
Mary, sex with his governesses, and his later sexual exploits with various male and female friends, and acquaintances. Besides incest, the
book deals with a variety of sexual activities, including orgies, masturbation, lesbianism, flagellation, fellatio, cunnilingus, gay sex,
anal sex, and double penetration. Taboo subjects such as homosexuality, incest, and pedophilia are common themes in the novel.
Queer and gay vampire romance series set in modern-day society (England, Italy and Japan). Slow burn, multi-cultural friends-to-lovers
romance where love is love, no questions asked. Mature content.
The Romance of Lust (illustrated)
A Classic Erotic Victorian Novel
A Classic Erotic Novel, 1873-1876
The Romance of Lust a Classic Victorian Erotic Novel - The Original Classic Edition
The Romance of Lust: a Classic Victorian Erotic Novel
The Romance of Lust (d.1892) A classic Victorian erotic novel - Vol 1-4 For open-minded and mature audiences only. A candid and explicit look into the
aspects of lust and erotica in Victorian England during the 19th Century. Exploring many of the facets of nature we learn of the excitement and
pleasures in which our ancestors participated. Deep, sensual and erotic works are revealed in this historical literature.
"My feelings will not be repressed. You must allow me to tell you how ardently I admire and love you." --Mr. Darcy, Pride and Prejudice The taboo affair
of Jane and Mr. Rochester. The (literally) timeless love between Edward and Bella. The improbable pairing of Grace and Josh. Climb between the covers
with The 100 Best Romance Novels, collected here for the very first time. Avid fans of the romance genre, the ladies at Crimson Romance know a thing or
two about igniting scintillating passion. They've not only collected 100 of the best romance novels of all time, but also provided delicious summaries
for each of their picks. From tempting classics like E.M. Hull's The Sheik to adrenaline-pumping contemporaries like Jennifer Crusie's Bet Me, this
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collection of romance novels is sure to melt your heart!
The Autobiography of a Flea is an unsigned erotic novel. A flea recounts the story of a stunning youthful girl called Bella, whose flourishing sexuality
is explored by a number of men and even her best friend Julia.
The Romance of Lust, or Early Experiences is a Victorian erotic novel written anonymously in four volumes during the years 1873-1876.
The Autobiography Of A Flea
A Victorian Erotic Novel
A Classic Victorian Eroti Novel
A Classic Victorian Erotic Novel Anonymous
The Romance of Lust

The Romance of Lust, anonymously written in the 1870's, is one of the first examples of erotic fiction as it has developed into a widely
popular genre today, scandalous for it's time, this is a window into sexual curiosity in an era when it had been seriously taboo. Breaking
boundaries of early English sexual prudence, this is a testament to the sexual imagination of the Victorian era. An erotic novel in four
parts.
'The Romance of Lust I' is the first volume of 'The Romance of Lust: A classic Victorian erotic novel', published anonymously during the
years 1873-1876.
The Romance of Lust; or, Early Experiences is an erotic novel written anonymously in four volumes during the years 1873-1876. It tells the
story of an young man, Charlie, who have a special attribute, and his discover of sexuality, without any litmits or inhibitions
The Romance of Lust, or Early Experiences is a Victorian erotic novel published anonymously in four volumes during the years 1873?1876 by
William Lazenby. Henry Spencer Ashbee, bibliophile, bibliographer, merchant, and expert on the writer Cervantes, discusses this novel in one
of his bibliographies of erotic literature. In addition the compilers of British Museum General Catalogue of Printed Books list this book.
The novel is told in first person, and the protagonist of the novel is Charlie Roberts. Charlie possesses a large penis, much virility, and a
seemingly insatiable sexual appetite. The novel begins with ?There were three of us ? Mary, Eliza, and myself.? Charlie describes his sexual
initiation as an adolescent ? as he is ?approaching fifteen?. He catalogs his sexual experiences including incest with his sisters Eliza and
Mary, sex with his governesses, and his later sexual exploits with various male and female friends, and acquaintances. Besides incest, the
book deals with a variety of sexual activities, including orgies, masturbation, lesbianism, flagellation, fellatio, cunnilingus, gay sex,
anal sex, and double penetration. Taboo subjects such as homosexuality, incest, and pedophilia are common themes in the novel.
THE ROMANCE OF LUST
(Victorian Erotica Masterpiece Collection)
The 100 Best Romance Novels
The Romance of Lust: a Classic Victorian Erotic Novel by Anonymous
The Romance of Lust: A Classic Victorian Erotic Novel
Finally available, a high quality book of the original classic edition of The Romance of Lust A classic Victorian erotic novel. It was previously published by other bona fide publishers, and is now, after many years, back in print.
This is a new and freshly published edition of this culturally important work by Anonymous Anonymous, which is now, at last, again available to you. Get the PDF and EPUB NOW as well. Included in your purchase you have
The Romance of Lust A classic Victorian erotic novel in EPUB AND PDF format to read on any tablet, eReader, desktop, laptop or smartphone simultaneous - Get it NOW. Enjoy this classic work today. These selected
paragraphs distill the contents and give you a quick look inside The Romance of Lust A classic Victorian erotic novel: Look inside the book: In cold weather I used to sit on a low stool by the fire-Miss Evelyn was seated in front, I
had my lesson book on my knee, and she herself would place her beautiful feet on the high school fender, with her work in her lap, while she heard my sisters repeat their lesson, totally unconscious that for half an hour at a time
she was exposing her beautiful legs and thighs to my ardent gaze; for sitting much below her, and bending my head as if intent on my lesson, my eyes were below her raised petticoats. Her close and tight-fitting white stockings
displayed her well-formed legs, for while confined to the house during our morning lessons she did not wear drawers; so that in the position she sat in, with her knees higher than her feet on the already high fender, and her legs
somewhat apart to hold her work in her lap more easily, the whole glorious underswell of both thighs, and the lower part of her fine large bottom, with the pinky slit quite visible, nestled in a rich profusion of dark curls, were fully
exposed to my view.
The Romance of Lust, or Early Experiences is a Victorian erotic novel written anonymously in four volumes during the years 1873
This book contains the complete four volumes of the classic Victorian erotic novel. First published in 1873 anonymously, this novel is considered by critics to be unparalleled and a wholly satisfying reading experience. This
Ultimate Book Club edition also includes discussion questions for the perfect book club gathering. This modern minimalist design will look sleek on a coffee table or bookshelf and a great way to get your classic novel collection
started.
The Romance of Lust, or Early Experiences is a Victorian erotic novel written anonymously in four volumes during the years 1873–1876 and published by William Lazenby. Henry Spencer Ashbee discusses this novel in one of
his bibliographies of erotic literature. In addition the compilers of British Museum General Catalogue of Printed Books list this book. This is Part II of II
(Annotated)
By Anonymous
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The Romance of Lust : a Classic Victorian Erotic Novel
The Romance of Lust; Or, Early Experiences
The Romance of Lust - Fully Illustrated (Sexually Explicit) Classic Victorian Erotic Literature

The Romance of Lust, A classic Victorian erotic novel."There were three of us—Mary, Eliza, and myself. I was approaching fifteen, Mary was about a year younger,
and Eliza between twelve and thirteen years of age. Mamma treated us all as children, and was blind to the fact that I was no longer what I had been. Although not tall
for my age, nor outwardly presenting a manly appearance, my passions were awakening, and the distinctive feature of my sex, although in repose it looked
magnificent enough, was very sufficiently developed when under the influence of feminine excitement.
The Romance of Lust is elegant, explicit and shocking. Written by an anonymous author, this classic Victorian-era erotic novel traces the sexual awakening of
Charlie Roberts, an infinitely potent teenager indulging in his lust for refined partners of the highest social standing and most sinful desires. Partially censored until
1968, the complete text touches on taboo subjects. Content is recommended for adults only.
'The Romance of Lust II' is the second volume of 'The Romance of Lust: A classic Victorian erotic novel', published anonymously during the years 1873-1876.
The Romance of Lust II
The Romance of Lust I
Annotated
A Classic Victorian Erotic Novel
The Romance of Lust - The Original Classic Edition
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